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'J'he paper then presents the main themes of national approaches to transport and sustainable
qevelopment in the United Kingdom and the USA, with a view to considering their
~pplicability in the Australian context These themes have emerged from data analysis as
",ell as through conSUltations conducted in early 1998 by the Commonwealth Department
ofTransport and Regional Development with a range of Government and non-government
bodies in the UK and United States

~llggestions on approaches and on priority actions suitable for the Australian context are
l11

ade
. The need for national leadership with bipartisan support and a collaborative federal

approach; the need for public participation and strong stakeholder involvement; the
formulation of an appropriate public education program; and frmding mechanisms to eUSill.e
phange Specific actions inclUde: different methods to measure "progress", integration of
·Wansport with planning and environmental regulation; more reliable data and models;
irlclusion of freight and passengers as well as non-motorised transport; and a package of
policy instruments that form the basis of long-term solutions for transport

Tl'!IIlSport in the context of sustainable development is not solely focused on economic or
•.i;iiie.n\'jronmental outcomes, but aims to simultaneously promote the goals of economic
ii/qevelopment, environmental protection, safety, and access and equity.. A brief review is
'. Iliade ofthe Commonwealth Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) Working Group

. OIlTtansport and its recommendations
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Introduction I
The concept of "sustainable development" describes a new framework for developmen~
aimed at achlevmg.economic and social progress whilst maintaining the long-ternil
mtegnty of ecological systems Different countries have developed their oWJll
defimtlOns and goals for sustainable development In Australia, the governmen~j
response has been to develop a National Strategy fOT Ecologically Sustainabl{;
Developmeni (Commonwealth ofAustralia 1992) Whilst defmitions are clearly open t&
quite wide interpretations it is fair to say that sustainabUity provides the new framework
for decision-making (Harding 1998 P 17)

Six fundamental principles of ecologically sustainable development were examined b$
the Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) Working Groups including t~!
I ransport Working Group: the improvement of material and non-material well-being
advancement of inter-generationa! equity; advancement of intra-generational equity
maintenance of the ecological system and the conservation of bio-diversity; accountiri!
for global ramiflcations, including international spillovers, international trade aI\<
international co-operation; and caution in dealing with risk, uncertainty art,
irreversibility (Commonwealth of Australia, 1991, pp xxiii-xxiv). ESD issues an
transport were examined in this report and in a report by the Commonwealt
Department of the Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism and Territories (1991, pp 21
83, 137-138) Many of the principles underpin the approaches towards strateg
transport; planning in Australian cities (for example, NSW Department of Iranspo
1993), institutional reform of state road agencies (Cooper 1992) and guidelines (
preparation of enviromnental impact statements for roads and related facilities (£
example, NSW Department ofUrban Affairs and Planning 1996)

Where are the likely solutions - the plans, polices and programs - to emerge fr'
decision-making frameworks incorporating "sustainable" principles? One way
identifying these is to examine the historical influences, especially the role
institutions, on the way that practice has changed. Ihis was attempted by Black (19~
with particular reference to higher density housing and transport in Australian citi
Another way is to examine trends and developments in other countries lhis is
approach taken in this paper which draws heavily on the recent work by Harris (19\
We agree that global influences are important when dealing with transport
development and that it is important to consider approaches being adopted elsewh
In order to "get transport right" it is necessary to keep abreast ofoverseas initiatives

Ihe structure of the paper is as follows Approaches towards sustainable trans
being adopted in the USA and in the UK are examined in turn From this descnp
common elements are distilled which could he incorporated and developed wlthlfl

Australian policy cycle

Whilst there are a host of activities that have been taken to address sustainable tran,
at a local or regional level, it has become apparent that national approaches are
required to ensure geographic and sectoral integration and efficiency of econ'
environmental and social resources In both the USA and the United Kingdom nat
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l'oaches have been adopted which provide an overarching framework of principles
support to sustainable transport activities

.msport and sustainable development policies and experience in the United Kingdom
dthe USA summarised in this paper are based on primary data collection Through

cbllection and analysis, as well as consultations held in early 1998 with
llI11IIlent officials, transport industry bOdies, environment I community
esentatives and academics in the two countries, an extensive body of literature and

eCtives have been accumulated

s'l'aper considers the national approaches that have been taken to transport and
ainable development in both the UK and USA, with a view to drawing together

on' themes and examining the potential application of the approaches to the
ian situation

pproach to transport and snstainable development

eUnited States, this national approach to sustainable transport was spurred on by
I'Bdissatisfaction with the unintended results of conventional approaches to
Sp()rtinfrastructure planning and delivery Between the 1950s and 1990s, American

ort policy makers and planners had aimed to build a world class highway system
a.Vtransport funds were therefore directed toward interstate highways and,
ingly, massive highway projects within urban areas

"this approach allowed unprecedented levels of personal mobility in cities and
s, it was accompanied by increasingly disruptive side effects (Surface
()rtation Policy Project 1997 a, b, pp4-5) such as:
the destruction of local housing stocks;

exacerbation of urban air pollution and associated health and amenity impacts
(with transport as the dominant source ofCO and NOx emissions);
dependence on imported oil supplies for transport energy (with transport as one
ofthe largest energy users);

global climate change (with transport contributing a third of US C02
emissions);

safety problems associated with increasing numbers and severity of traffic
accidents;

~etropolitan sprawl, loss ofopen space and social dislocation caused by patterns
Clfhighway based development; and

other impacts such as water pollution from pavement runoff and oil spills

gdal Surface Iransportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISIEA)

:sideeffects triggered an anti-freeway movement in many areas of the USA, and
.·~lJJent of transport approaches and objectives in general By 1991, transport
n-rnakers

realised that there was a need to shift the objective of transport from
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Implementation of these principles occurred through conditional transport funding,
dependent on implementation of Statewide and metropolitan integrated planning
processes The planning processes required under ISTEA are displayed in Figure 1.

They included:

IS TEA planning framework

102

• Statewide Iransportation Improvement Programs (STIPs) and (metr()pOliit~
Transportation Improvement Programs (TIPs), which:

were consistent with the respective STP or Transportation Plan;
,,:,ere developed with opportunity for public and stakeholder nalrticivation;

• Statewide Transportation Plans (STPs) and (metropolitan) Iransportation PI

(IPs), which:
reflected the unique needs of the jurisdiction;
provided a long-term (20 year) vision oftransport and access;
were developed cooperatively with public and stakeholder participation;
linked economic, enviromnental and quality oflife objectives;
considered all modes of transport; and
provided short- and long-term actions and management
addressing transport performance and assets

• Major Investment Studies (MIS) for metropolitan areas, which
were developed cooperatively with all stakeholders;
provided information on which to base Transportation Plans (TP); and
analysed problems and solutions with respect to transport, economic,
environmental and social criteria

The principles ofISTEA were (Surface Transportation Policy Project, 1997a, pp4-5):
• flexibility to allow federal funds to be spent locally in a manner which

emphasised efficiency in a mode-neutral way (therefore countering past
imbalances, increasing transport choice and promoting intermodality);
cooperation, public participation and a strong local role with greater authority
given to state and local officials;
integration of enviromnental and community concerns with specific programs
for addressing transport related air pollution, equity issues etc;
long term focus through long range planning at State and metropolitan levels'
~ ,

better accountability with project approvals being dependent on identification of
funding sources

building a world class highway system, to bringing about a world class transportalio
system With this ~ealisatio~ came the development and enactment of the Intennod~
Surface TransportatIOn EffiCIency Act of 1991 (IS TEA) which attempted to provide
national framework for implementing sustainable transport principles in transpo~
planning, programming and operating practices (Spaethling, 1997)

•
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IS lEA outcomes

(DiStefano and Raimi, 1996, pp4-5)

Transit facilities
Bic cle and edestrian facilities

At this stage, the IS lEA process appears to have been a success in that it has of{)Vi,le<ll
national policy framework, improved public participation, improved transport
planning, increased accountability, and diverted highway funds toward more
and locally-suitable transport improvements ISTEA has therefore removed some
biases and barriers against non-highway transport

From analysis of IS lEA expenditure, States gradually adapted to the new dir"cti,)!!!!
transport planning, with funds for new, flexible areas such as air quality ;mlnro'verr'~

IS lEA therefore encouraged the assessment of wider alternatives, consideration of th~
complementarity ofmodes, and identification of linkages with other issues such as landf
use planning As seen in Iable 2, ISTEA funding was used to support a large number!
of projects not being pursued prior to 1991 These included intennodal passenge&
interchanges, intermodal freight facilities, transport enhancements such as bicycle path~
and revitalisation projects, environmental improvements such as replacement of diese!l
with alternative fuel buses, and advanced technology and information systems aimed ~~
improving transport efficiency (DiStefano & Raimi1996) ISTEA was also used as ~
mechanism to build 'livable communities', that is, an integrated, holistic approach tq

::::~o:~ee:e:a:i:h :::::::::b:n:::e~::e~::::~:a :o::,d::::rinciPles I
Mode Federal highway funds spent on

modes, 94 $ biIl

Available funds mclude funds allocated m FY 1994 plus pnor unobhgated funds
(Surface Transportation Policy Program, 1994, p19)

Hutabarat, Harri' & Black

Ta e 1: State oblio:ations ofIS TEA federal funds bv cateo:orv, 1994 1
Funding category Total funds aIlocated Percent of availa~

in FY 1994 ($ bill) funds* obligated:!
FY1994 ..

Surface Transportation Program 5.07 64 1
Urban (200 000+) 093 61

Enhancements 042 26

National Highway System 327 86

Bridge Rehabilitation and Repair 223
1

52

Interstate (Road) Maintenance 259 76

Interstate (Road) Construction 185 54

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality 096 45

Other Programs 505 59

Total 22.39 64 ill
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.fud surface transport being obligated more slowly (especially initially), than for
Ctraditional areas such as National Highways and road maintenance (as supported by
':Fable I Surface I ransportation Policy Program 1994; DiStefano and Raimi, 1996) In
comparison to levels of community interest and other international examples, however,
fUllding levels for alternative forms of transport remained relatively low For example,
funding of non-motorised transport facilities rose to 2% of road funds under ISTEA,
"'hich is still well short ofthe 10% level adopted in Holland (Parker 1998)

AlsO, while ISTEA allowed for new investment in previously neglected areas of
1l"anSPort, it continued to reinforce the existing modal bias of transport funding by
actually increasing highway based funding by 33% per annum, or three quarters of the
lOlal increase in transport funding allowed under IS TEA (Surface Iransporta!ion Policy
:Project I997a)

illally, IS rEA was criticised for increased levels of paperwork and slower project
evelopment associated with higher levels of public involvement and scrutiny
owever, it can be argued that this delay is countered by better quality transport

UtCClmes and greater system efficiency in the long term Suggestions were also made
orJSTEA funding to improve coverage offi-eight, intermodal and intercity rail projects

(SUrface Iransportation Policy Program 1994 1997a), as well as to close loopholes
;)\'?ich allowed maintenance program funding being used to expand the system rather
tIilin to fix the existing system, and allowed toll roads to escape planning reviews

spite its faUlts, IS IEA was a significant step forward in terms of changing culture
cl attitude (particularly of bureaucrats) It also set the stage for a shift in entrenched

tactices and long-held beliefs that roads are the only answer To achieve such a turn
.ound will be a long and slow process However, ISTEA signalled the beginning of an

er~where transport is seen in the context of sustainable development This is not to say
ere should be a process that disadvantages roads but rather IS TEA provided an

PJlortunity to open up the assessment process to consider options and innovativelutions

ransportation Equity Act of 1998 (IEA-21)

order to address some of the criticisms of ISIEA as well as to replace ISIEA
pllowing the expiration of its funding authorisations on 30 September 1997, a number
falternative six-year reauthorisation bills were developed to replace IS TEA The
pcessfullegislation was the Transportation Equity Act of 1998 (TEA-21) which was

ed on 9 June 1998

tthisstage, many details of IEA-2l still require clarification and many of its funding
tt~Is remain murky until a technical corrections package is also approved What is
parent however, is that IEA-21 has acknowledged the substantial progress made by

EA by retaining its basic structure and spirit In addition to this structure, TEA-21
c

sa
number of reforms such as a funding category for jobs access (to help connect
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A Io ensure that an effective transport policy is integrated with land use
all levels of government Priority should be given to the reduction of

tM
ne'''!'''

for transport and to increasing the proportion of trips made by

environmentally damaging modes
B 10 achieve air quality standards which prevent damage to human health and

environment
C 10 improve the quality oflif", particularly in towns and cities, by reducing

dominance ofcars and lonies and providing alternative means of access

One of the more influential reassessments of the role and impact of transport was
1994 Royal Commission of Environmental Pollution The Commission's report
Iransport and the Environment acknowledged a number of problems caused by
based traffic, including global warming, air quality reduction, noise, COlnmunil:Y,~
severence, impacts on amenity, and natural resource use in road construction
acknowledged that the continuing upward trend in road traffic would
environmentally or socially acceptable and outlined eight objectives of a sustain,abl'(f~
transport strategy, namely:

Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution 1994

By the 1990s, the European Community had gained an understanding of the
between economic, environmental and social progress, and the need to adopt sus'lainable
development as a guiding principle for all economic sectors A grassroots movennenl
also emerged in Britain during this time both in reaction to particular
proposals threatening areas of natural and cultural value, and in support of a
integrated and sustainable approach to communities and planning Finally, the sc~:~::
community also joined the debate on approaches to economic and tl
development by questioning the approaches to assessing the impacts, costs and
associated with conventional transport development (Barde and Pearce, 1991)

In 1952, extreme air pollution in London resulted in the death of 4000 people in 5 days
which led to a heightened public concern for air quality and the development of the uK
Clean Air Act of 1956 Air pollution control was primarily directed towards industrial
sources, and it was not until the 1980s and 90s that the contribution of the patterns of
transport and land-use development were linked more directly to issues of air quality,
environmental protection and social amenity

UK approach to transport and sustainable development

In t.he United Kingdom, nationally-based work on sustainable transport has been
motivated by a numb~r offaetors These include the air quality impacts of motorisation,
other detnmental envITonmental effects of transport, and European Community policies

people with jobs), inclusion of safety provlSlons, and coverage of advanced
technologies such as Intelligent Iransport Systems (ITS)
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To increase the percentage of personal travel and freight transport by less
~nvironmentally damaging modes, and to make the best use of existing
illfrastructure_

To halt any loss of land to transport infrastructure in areas of conservation,
cultutal, scenic or amenity value, unless it has been shown to be the best
practicable, environmental option
To reduce carbon dioxide emissions from transport
To substantially reduce the demands which both the transport infrastructure and
the vehicle industry place on non-renewable materials
To reduce noise pollution from transport (Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution 1994)

the Commission, a number of reports have continued to highlight the need to
~~stransport issues in an integrated manner, and the importance of transport to

inllable development The Standing Advisory COmmittee on Irunk Road
smellt (1994) recognised the concept of traffic generation and induced traffic
ybringing into question the basis of conventional transport policy and planning

pad developments did not attract more road traffic demand

iBKRound Iable on Sustainable Development (1996) also drew attention to the
9ftranSport in sustainable development and concluded that there was a need for a
strategic national approach to transport across all modes Specifically, the Round
recommended that an integrated transport approach should address: access

1011,. traffic growth and management, tr-ansport pricing (and user pays systems),
fPnrriental capacity, modal choice for both passengers and freight, health and safety
eS,iand the protection ofcritical natural and physical capital

tl)fee of these reports have been influential in deepening public understanding of
'.rable

transport, and providing the information and impetus needed to undertake
Pl1in

relation to sustainable transport While an overarching policy on Integrated
sport is in progress, a number of separate decisions and actions have already been
in the direction of transport and sustainable development

!t"tional reform was the first of these decisions with the merging of the former
:ii~gl!J11nents of Transport, the Environment and the Regions, signifYing a more
!~!'tfr7;ated appfOach to the objectives and impacts of transport This integration is also
I\tggprted

by Government commitments to reducing transport greenhouse gas emissions
1lI.2<llilproving air quality Ihat is, commitments which integrate transport with
lll;l'!f?nrnental and other objectives The UK Government also appears to be supporting
\f(lil?r

e
COoperative and integrated direction through its sponsorship of the Foresight

l~;l's Clear Zones program Ihis program brings together a wide range of
~;holders to research, develop and demonstrate a tool kit of technologies for
~BE?ying the liveability and sustainability of urban centres (Department of
}~~onment, Transport and the Regions 1998)
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Another issue acknowledged by the UK Government is that of demand management In
1997, the Road Traffic Reduction Act was introduced which requires local authorities to
consider targets for reducing the levels or growth oflocal road traffic Ihe Act suggests
a number of tools that might assist traffic reduction including traffic management
demand restraint and encouraging alternatives to private car use (UK Government

1997)

Before issuing the Integrated Transport White Paper, which was released in July 1998
the UK Government moved to address issues of modal choice and historical bi.s b;
taking early decisions on some road schemes It has also stated that it wishes to
encourage the use of alternative transport means and has developed and released a
National Walking and Cycling Strategy to address non-motorised transport modes

The UK Government has indicated the importance of freight transport to future
transport approaches through its formation of a new directorate for Freight Distribution

and Logistics within the transport portfolio

Finally, the UK Government has indicated its support for the principle of moving th
burden of taxation away from 'goods' and towards the taxation of environmental 'bads'
such as pollution In the transport sector, the duty on mad fuel was increased by 6% .
real terms in the 1997 Budget, and a lower Vehicle Excise Duty was introduced for le
polluting heavy trucks The Government has proposed this lower duty to include cle.
buses as well, and it has suggested that it will consider and address the issue 0

company car taxation in due course (Department of Environment, Transport and th

Regions 1998)

Integrated Transport Strategy

In addition to each of these policy tools, the UK Government is committed
developing an Integrated I ransport Policy which will be the prime vehicle for linkin
and implementing actions which relate to transport and sustainable development .
this stage (July 1998) only the White Paper has been released However, an extens,
process of data collection and analysis, and stakeholder consultation has b

completed

Ihe fIrst step of the Integrated Iransport Policy development process was research
collation of data on transport levels, trends, distribution by mode and
environmental impacts such as emissions, and dominant factors in passenger
transport trends (Department of Environment, I ransport and the Regions
mentioned before, the Integrated Iransport Policy development process u",co,.o,
emphasis On public participation Wide consultation was conducted in
based on the consultation document 'Developing an Integrated Transport
set out the basic objectives of developing an integrated transport policy in
a strong economy, a sustainable environment and an inclusive society
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Actions

• Non-motorised transport, ie walking and cycling appear to have an increasing
as a means oftransport as well as making a small contribution to reducing

• Sustainable transport actions need to deal with both:
freight transport eg road and rail transport of goods; and
passenger transport eg cars, mass transit, non-motorised transport,
occupancy vehicles and car sharing

• Actions which appear to form part of a long-term solution for sustainable tr~"SPI)~
include:

travel demand management;
awar'eness raising and behaviour change;
more accurate and comprehensive benefit/cost identification;

institutional change;
integration oftransport and land use planning;
integrated transport systems and modal choice;
provision oflocallevel solutions within a broader framework and principles;
fuel and technological improvements; and
industry better practice

• More reliable and accurate data and models are required to underpin work
sustainable transport (see, also, Black 1996 Table 2, p62)

• I ransport activities need to be integrated with developments in other sectors such
planning and environmental regulation

• When assessing the progress of nations there is merit in considering
Economic Welfare as well as Gross Domestic Product in order to gain an
into the nation's advancement in other than pure production value terms

• lhe approach to sustainable transport must be connected to eXlstmg fur'diDl111
mechanisms to ensure that it represents real and permanent change

• Public education and communication strategies through a wide range of media
needed to obtain public acceptance of sustainable transport changes, and to
that the public are not taken by surprise and that they come to understand
potential benefits of adopted actions (Apogee Research Inc 1992)

• Public participation and a strong local involvement in development of strategies
essential to ensure that appropriate solutions are identified and
implemented within a national framework

Hutabarat, Harfis & Black
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()nsiderations for the Australian context

Jji:c()nsidering the applicability of overseas lessons on sustainable transport to the
Allstralian context, it is necessary to take account of Australia'sunique circumstances

ch as most settlement (approx 90% of the populatIOn) IS m urban areas; most
ttlement is on the East coast of Australia; access to inland areas is required for

s!,ort of exports products to ports; Australia has a large land area, most of which
atively sparsely settled; and cars and trucks are the only viable alternatives in most
iraphic areas, (however, this is not necessarily the case in the large urban areas andghaul routes)

t~rrns of the applicability of US or UK regnlatory approaches, it is noted that there
ear to be similarities between Australian and US governance relationships between
federal and statellocal govermnent spheres

~rsimilarities lie in the nature of transport-related economic, enviromnental and
.iWproblems being faced alike by European countries and the USA While Australia
Ct yet experiencing these problems to the same degree of severity as the US or
ppe, the problems ar'e emerging (particUlarly in urban areas), and will continue to
""if changes are not made now to Our transport and land-use patterns in Australia
ralia should therefore be planning now for the likely scenario in 20 years time
os, 1998) There appears to be the professional willingness and commitment to do
PolitiCal support, appropriate institutional arrangements and funding mechanismssSential

Sport within a framework of sustainable development is a major focus worldwide,
rialionalleadership, policies and programs are seen as essential, This is particularly
Y~n the national and international significance of related issues such as greenhouse
other environmental concerns, efficiency of resource use, efficiency of

.WUcture use, equity and safety considerations

ction of data - government reports and stakeholder interViewers _ has been
ak

en
in the USA and the UK early in 1998 to establish national approaches to

rt and Sustainable development Analyses of these data lead us to suggest: there
""d for national leadership with a bipartisan support and a collaborative federal
~ch involVing partnerships; there is a need for community Participation and

polder involvement; a supportive public education program is essential; and
pnate funding mechanism be established Within these broad strategies

endations are embedded specific actions which can be summarised as process
ents They are: the integration of transport with planning and environmental
?n; the formulation of new measures of progress to meet Sustainable objectives
ets; the consideration of all modes of transport (especially non-motorised

rt) as well as freight and passenger movements; and research and development
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